ADOPTION DEFINES OUR STORY: Lower Post Mission Report 2014
Adoption is the heart of God towards us, his radical embrace of us. Adoption is where we extend
this radical embrace to those who are “other,” as he did, and we make them our own. We take
on their suffering, hopes and dreams, and aspirations, in a posture of humility, listening and
learning.
“Adoption,” defines the story of the Vancouver
Eastside Vineyard’s (VEV) 19 year journey with
Lower Post. This journey began with, and
continues in, repentance, specifically for the way
Christ was so terribly misrepresented through the
Lower Post residential school. This journey has
led VEV to adopt this community, declaring that
their dreams, as well as their sufferings are now
ours. There are varying opinions on how these
concerns are to be addressed, but simply, it
means committing to seeing the dream of God
fulfilled for Lower Post. This dream means that
there is no longer disparity in health, housing, education, resources, water, and opportunities,
between this community and the rest of Canada. We believe the Good News (the Gospel),
addresses these issues, not only for Lower Post, but the hundreds of First Nations communities
across Canada.
WHAT IF… every church in Canada decided to adopt a First Nations community?
It is this spirit of adoption that has sustained us through the highs and lows of a long obedience
in the same direction. It has been a journey fraught with surprising twists and turns, where we
often have had to lay down our best laid plans, and give up control. It was no different this year.
This year, we had a wonderful team of 10 people – Danny Martin (Nisga’a First Nations), our
remarkable chef, Gloria Gordy, and her primary
assistant, Sarah Freno, Monika Kelly, Collene
Harris, SoHee Kim (our homestay daughter from
South Korea), and two of our teens, Aidan Pontalti
and Esther Freno, along with Kathleen and me.
We joined Art and Dixie, originally from VEV, now
living in Lower Post, who rallied the community to
provide the needed hospitality for us. On the right,
a few of our team are pictured with Fred
MacMillan, a wonderful and gentle Kaska elder,
who gave quite a few of our team members an
opportunity to fire off a gun for the first time!
A Remarkable Highlight at Blue River Camp. Two days before we arrived in Lower Post, after
there had been much prayer and planning, we were informed that a large segment of the
community, including children and youth, had made the decision to leave town right when we
were arriving! The reason was a combination of circumstances (which they had been trying to
obtain for weeks) that came together for them to go on the land for a culture camp on the site of
an ancient Kaska village that had been wiped out by small pox (often from blankets laden with
the disease intentionally given to them by Europeans!) This left us temporarily disorientated but
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we quickly adjusted and made the decision to change all our plans for some days as we
followed them there!
On the land, we learned to make and roast
bannock like marshmallows and to do stick
gambling, and travel on the “Kaska highway” (a
boat ride on the Dease River). While we were
worship jamming, a middle-aged man came up
to me with one arm (the other only a hook due to
a severe hunting accident), and said to me, “This
is the first Christian event I have attended since I
left residential school at Lower Post in 1976.
Thank you for coming.” Over the next two hours,
he kept saying to me and others on our team,
“Thank you for coming.” Over the next two hours,
all I could say was, “I’m just so sorry. I’m just so sorry.” It was heartbreaking to me that it had
taken him this long to figure out that Jesus was different than what he had experienced at
Residential School. Other First Nations Christians and leaders told me later that no one else
had been able to get through to him about Jesus. Yet, facing the disorientation of a change of
plans, and simply going on the land and entering his world, made all the difference for him. I
now have a new friend who I think is now open to Jesus being his friend too. Billy George is his
name.
Evening Feast Celebrations. We stayed in Lower Post
for the evenings, and we were given Denetia School
where we could host community meals and worship
celebrations. While many were away on the land, there
were still many in the village. We went around visiting and
inviting, and almost everyone we invited came. Supper
time usually prefaced a worship jam and a rich time of
sharing. Some of our teens joined us this year and were
fantastic in leading worship, setting up the sound, and
washing dishes! Aidan said, “Any time my name was
called, I knew it was to lift, move, or carry something.”
We encouraged a lot of the people to share their
stories this year. The Kaska people are articulate and
wonderful story tellers. We heard stories about
miraculous deliverances from grizzly bear attacks,
harrowing stories of residential school trauma and
ways they had connected to the healing power of the
Creator through creation, and, also of how God had
revealed himself to the Kaska people long before the
Europeans arrived. On our first night, a young man
came forward during worship to give his life to God.
After some conversation with him, I came to realize to
my amazement, that he was the first “baby” I dedicated
in Lower Post 19 years ago! I introduced him to Aidan, one of our teens who came this time,
who was also the first “baby” I had dedicated at our church in Vancouver, 15 years ago. It was a
remarkable moment.

Community Garden and Greenhouse Project.
Because of a grant obtained through the band
office by Bernice Ball, Frances Carlick’s
remarkable sister who has been a rock in that
community, Art and Dixie have been working hard
on a greenhouse and community garden project,
where members of the community can have
ownership of their own plots. Thanks to Dixie’s
remarkable gardening oversight and the long
days of summer (only 2 hours of darkness when
we were there), the garden is flourishing. The
shorter growing season is not prohibitive as the
plants growth is accelerated by the light of the midnight sun. How prophetic is that?
The playground project. Nineteen years ago on our first visit, we built a cooperative
playground together with the adults and children, and dedicated it to the children of Lower Post.
With elders and residential school survivors present, we did this as an act of ceremonial
repentance, recognizing that it would be just the beginning of a long journey together of mutual
healing. Through all our years, this playground has remained and this year, I was thrilled to see
that the community had taken ownership and organized an intergenerational crew that was
giving the playground a facelift and adding new components to it.
The Amazing Children of Lower Post. For
months, Kathleen prepared her kids program
which included presentation of the Good News
with the theme of the First Nations legend, “The

Sacred Tree,” and use of story, song, object
lessons, crafts and puppets. Well, when we
arrived, there were no kids around, so we had to
go find them, and, oh, what joy for the whole
team when we finally did find them on the land at
Blue River Camp. SoHee, our lovely and gracious homestay daughter from Korea, made the
decision to join us on this mission, and she was an immediate hit with the kids, and indeed, all
the people of Lower Post who met her.
“Let justice roll on like a river…” (Amos 5:24). So, for Lower Post, what does “justice” look
like? It involves an ongoing partnership of continued healing and righting past injustices, so that
these injustices are not perpetuated. For the church, it means empowering and encouraging a
Kaska First Nations church with a “decolonized Gospel” that reverses the damage done by
residential school, when their songs, their stories, their language was taken away, and they
were led to believe that they had to choose between being Kaska and being a Christian.
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It is hard to believe that a section of the former residential school is still standing and being used
as the Lower Post Band Office which is used for band administration, council meetings, and
other community events. The very people who work in that building as chiefs, administrators,
counsellors and clerks carry the memories of being abused in that very same building! Chief
Walter Carlick’s vision is to see this building demolished and to build a new band office and
community centre and we have committed to helping advocate for this.
We visited my friend Steve in his office, pictured
here (left) with his brother Peter. Both are Lower
Post residential school survivors. One night they told
again the amazing story of God’s miraculous
deliverance from a grizzly bear attack. Steve’s job is
to be a liaison between resource companies (mining,
forestry) and government. Whenever a company
wants to start a project such as a gold mine, they
consult with him as to what impact it will have on
their territory – including environmental concerns
and traditional land use to do with hunting, fishing,
trapping and burial sites. I asked Steve, “So what
kind of negotiation happens as far as how the mine will benefit your people?” He responded,”
We haven’t even got that far yet. We just want to make sure they don’t do any damage.” There
has been a beautiful medical and dental office built in Lower Post through grant funds, but they
don’t even have the resources to staff it with doctors and dentists. Wouldn’t it be wonderful if just
a tiny profit from these mines and forestry projects could go towards this! Again, we are praying
and want to advocate for the Kaska Nation to be resourced adequately to voice these concerns.
So, what if… the Canadian church took on a spirit of adoption for the First Peoples of
this land? If you’re not sure who to adopt, why not adopt the nation whose traditional territory
on which you reside? What if Micah’s call to “do justice, love mercy, and walk humbly…” started
right here at home? Do we dare to dream and to act?
A special thank you. Huge thanks to Art and Dixie who worked so hard to prepare
accommodations for us in Lower Post. Also, we were graciously hosted by Rick and Nancy
Turner, Pastors of Yukon Bible Fellowship, a church in Whitehorse that has a long history with
Lower Post. Their predecessors and founding pastors, the Bergmann’s, ministered in the Lower
Post area in the 1970’s and 80’s and saw a remarkable move of the Holy Spirit, resulting in
many coming to faith in Christ. A log church was built in the village during that time that is still
there. Rick joined us for some of our time. The Turners along with their congregation, so
graciously and generously hosted our team coming through Whitehorse. We felt a significant
friendship was born and a partnership formed that we believe will bear lasting fruit for the future.
Financial Praise Report. With less than a week before our departure, due to a number of
factors, we were still in need of $3600 to cover our vehicle rentals and community meals in
Lower Post. Opening our meal times to the community has become a significant part of our
visits and we felt that we didn’t want to compromise on this, even though it was much more
costly. We are delighted to report that all of the needed funds came in! Our own church family, in
severe financial shortfall in June, gave over $1200 as an extra offering towards the trip. Huge
thanks to the Penticton Vineyard who also gave us $1000, and in addition, we received an
unexpected large gift from Ron Kinders, a guest worship leader who was visiting our church on
our sending Sunday and was moved by the story of Lower Post. Other friends and family
members contributed too. We felt so much encouragement, support and prayers from our

Vineyard family, friends, and beyond. Thank you! God is
so good, and so faithful! Here’s to the journey of adoption
and mutual healing.
Gordie and Kathleen Lagore
On behalf of the Lower Post Team
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